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Abstract. Virtualization is a framework of dividing the resources of a computer into multiple execution
environments. More specific it is a layer of software that provides the illusion of a real machine to multiple
instances of virtual machines. Virtualization offers a lot of benefits including flexibility, security, ease to
configuration and management, reduction of cost and so forth, but at the same time it also brings a certain
degree of performance overhead. Furthermore, Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is the core component of
virtual machine (VM) system and its effectiveness greatly impacts the performance of whole system. In this
paper, we measure and analyze the performance of two virtual machine monitors VMware and VirtualBox
using LMbench and IOzone, and provide a quantitative and qualitative comparison of both virtual machine
monitors.
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1. Introduction
Years ago, a problem aroused. How to run multiple operating systems on the same machine at the same
time. The solution to this problem was virtual machines. Virtual machine monitor (VMM) the core part of
virtual machines sits between one or more operating systems and the hardware and gives the illusion to each
running operating system that it controls the machine. Behind the scenes, however the VMM actually is in
control of the hardware, and must multiplex running operating systems across the physical resources of the
machine. Indeed, the VMM serves as an operating system for the guest operating systems, but at a much
lower level; the operating system must still think it is interacting with the physical hardware. Thus,
transparency is a major goal of VMM.
Today virtual machine has become popular due to various reasons. Server consolidation [16] is one such
reason. It also serves for security, ease of configuration etc.The different types of virtualizations are full
virtualization, paravirtualization. Full virtualization is almost complete simulation of the actual hardware to
allow software, which typically consists of a guest operating system, to run unmodified. In paravirtualization
a hardware environment is not simulated; however, the guest programs are executed in their own isolated
domains, as if they are running on a separate system. The hardware virtualization support enabled by AMDV and Intel VT technologies introduces virtualization in the x86 processor architecture itself. The emergence
of virtualization hardware assist reduces the need to paravirtualize guest operating systems.

2. Related Work
There exist many works related to the comparison and performance evaluation of different VMM [11, 12,
13] using different benchmarks. Jianhu Che et al.[1] compared VMM like Xen which is an hypervisor based
on the x86 platform, KVM (Kernel–based Virtual Machine) using different benchmarks which includes
LINPACK, LMbench and IOZONE. Jianhua Che et al.[2] compared Open VZ, KVM and Xen with SPEC
CPU2006, LINPACK, Kernel compiling, RAMSPEED,LMbench,IOzone, Bonnie++, NetIO,
WebBench,SysBench and SPEC JBB2005 benchmarks and they found that OpenVZ has the best
performance and Xen follows OpenVZ with a slight degradation in most experiments, while KVM has
apparently lower performance than OpenVZ and Xen.
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Barham et al.[5] introduced the entire concept of Xen and compared it with User-Mode Linux ,VMware,
and Base Linux using SPECcpu2000, OSDB, dbench and SPECweb99. Clark et al.[10] repeated the
performance analysis of Xen done in [5] but extended the analysis by including comparing XenoLinux on
x86 to an IBM zServer. Deshane et al. [6] performed quantitative comparison of Xen and KVM focusing on
overall performance, performance isolation, and scalability with kernel compile test, I/O intensive test.
Xianghua Xu et al. [2] performed a quantitative comparison of Xen, KVM and VMware focusing on the
overall performance, performance isolation, and scalability of virtual machines using Netperf, IOZONE, and
SysBench. Most of the researches were focusing on the VMM like Xen and KVM; here we introduce
VMware and Virtual Box for performance comparison which has not been considered in any of the
experiments.

3. Virtual Machine Monitor
VMM serves as an operating system for operating systems, but at a much lower level. VMM sits
between one or more operating systems and the hardware and gives the illusion to each running OS that it
controls the machine. Here we describe the virtual machine monitors VMware and VirtualBox.

3.1. VMware
A hosted x86 virtualization monitor [15, 17] which can run a guest operating system unmodified with
some performance loss. The x86 architecture offers four levels of privilege known as Ring 0, 1, 2 and 3 to
operating systems and applications to manage access to the computer hardware. While user level
applications typically run in Ring 3, the operating system needs to have direct access to the memory and
hardware and must execute its privileged instructions in Ring 0. Virtualizing the x86 architecture requires
placing a virtualization layer under the operating system to create and manage the virtual machines that
deliver shared resources. Some sensitive instructions can’t effectively be virtualized as they have different
semantics when they are not executed in Ring 0. The difficulty in trapping and translating these sensitive and
privileged instruction requests at runtime was the challenge that originally made x86 architecture
virtualization look impossible. VMware resolved the challenge by developing binary translation techniques
that allow the VMM to run in Ring 0 for isolation and performance, while moving the operating system to a
user level ring with greater privilege than applications in Ring 3 but less privilege than the virtual machine
monitor in Ring 0.

3.2. VirtualBox
Oracle VM VirtualBox is an x86 cross platform open source virtualization software package [18], now
developed by Oracle Corporation as part of its family of virtualization products.
VirtualBox is a so-called "hosted" hypervisor. To a very large degree, VirtualBox is functionally
identical on all of the host platforms, and the same file and image formats are used. The guest OS code,
running in ring 0, is reconfigured to execute in ring 1 on the host hardware. Because this code contains many
privileged instructions which cannot run natively in ring 1, VirtualBox employs a Code Scanning and
Analysis Manager (CSAM) to scan the ring 0 code recursively before its first execution to identify
problematic instructions and then calls the Patch Manager (PATM) to perform in-situ patching. This replaces
the instruction with a jump to a VM-safe equivalent compiled code fragment in hypervisor memory. The
guest user-mode code, running in the ring 3, is generally run directly on the host hardware at ring 3. In
hardware assisted emulation VirtualBox supports both Intel's VT-x and AMD's AMD-V hardware
virtualization. Making use of these facilities, VirtualBox can run each guest VM in its own separate address
space; the guest OS ring 0 codes runs on the host at ring 0 in VMX non-root mode rather than in ring 1. A
newer feature called nested paging implements some memory management in hardware, which can greatly
accelerate hardware virtualization since these tasks no longer need to be performed by the virtualization
software.

4. Testing benchmarks
This section describes about two benchmarks that are used in the following experiments.
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4.1. LMbench
LMbench [14, 19] is an open micro-benchmark suite to test physical hardware and basic processing units
of operating systems and common. LMbench mainly focuses on the bandwidth and latency of data
movement between processor, cache, memory, disk and network. Specifically, LMbench measures not only
the bandwidth of cached file read, memory read, memory write, memory copy (bcopy and hand-unrolled
loop), pipe and TCP, but also the latency of context switching, networking(connection establishment, pipe,
TCP, UDP and RPC hot potato), file system creating and deleting, process creation(fork, fork+exec and
system), signal handling, system call, etc. Besides the above, LMbench may also test the processor clock rate
calculation. LMbench does not take any advantage of multiprocessor features to get the performance data.

4.2. IOZONE
IOzone [20] is a free file system benchmark. IOzone takes various file operations as basic workloads to
test the I/O performance of file systems and allows diverse testing modes from automated to partial. The file
operations include read, write, re-read, re-write, read backwards, read strided, fread, fwrite, random
read/write, pread/pwrite variants, aio read, aio write and mmap. IOzone owns numerous characteristics. Its
64-bit’s compatible source program is written in ANSII C and able to measure the performance of POSIX
async I/O, normal and mmap file I/O, single and multiple stream, POSIX pthreads, multi-process and sizeconfigurable processor cache, I/O latency data for plots, stonewalling in throughput tests to eliminate
straggler effects.

5. Experiments and Performance Study
Here we have done the comparison of VMware and VirtualBox by benchmarking virtual machines using
LMbench and IOZONE.
The virtual machines were created on VMware and VirtualBox, the configurations were
Processor: Intel i3.
Memory: 1GB
CPU frequency: 1.344 GHz
Number of CPUs: 1
Number of cores: 1
Number of threads: 1
4 virtual machines were created .Two on VMware and two on VirtualBox each with the above
configuration. Out of the two virtual machines on VMware one contain Windows XP Dark edition as guest
OS and the other one contains Ubuntu 10.10 as guest OS. Out of the two virtual machines on VirtualBox one
contain Windows XP Dark edition as guest OS and the other one contains Ubuntu 10.10 as guest OS. Each
virtual machine was created with Ubuntu 10.10 as the host operating system.
For probing into memory virtualization we have used LMbench to benchmark virtualized Ubuntu in
VMware and Ubuntu in VirtualBox. Here we have focused on the latency and bandwidth of system
performance. First we have measured the memory read and write bandwidths of the two virtual machines.
Memory read measures the time to read data into processor and memory write measures the time to write
data into memory. The results are shown in Fig.1.In all the following figures the size specification “k”
indicate kilobytes and “m” indicates megabytes. Fig.1 shows that the memory read for VMware is higher
than VirtualBox. For write operation also except for some small block size write operations in VMware
shows better performance than in VirtualBox.
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Fig.1: Memory
M
bandw
width of read and write in LMbench
L

Comparrisons of otther system operations are shown in
i Tab.1. The interproccess commu
unication viaa
TCP/IP is measured
m
by passing a tooken back annd forth betw
ween two processes (lat_tcp), context switching iss
also includded. VMwarre showed a better perrformance th
han VirtualB
Box. In the following experimentss
VirtualBox outperformeed VMware,, we measurred interproccess connecttion latenciess, which is the time forr
creation andd connectionn of an AF__INET sockeet to a remotte server. Thhe time to oppen and closse a file, i.e..
syscall. Measured the innterprocess latency
l
throuugh pipes, heere we used two process communicating throughh
ork and execc. 'fork’ is thhe time it tak
kes to split a
UNIX pipe and passes a token backk and forth. Measured fo
h
one exiit, ‘exec' is th
he time it takkes to create a new proceess and havee
process intoo 2 identical copies and have
that new prrocess run a new program
m. Then Conntext Switch times have been
b
measurred by giving
g size of thee
process andd number of processes
p
as input. The reesults are sho
own in the Tab.2.
T
T
Table.
1: Systeem operation times
t
lat_tcpp
connecct
syscalll
lat_pippe
fork
exec

VMwaree(µs)
1.7625
25.78575
3.453995
24.59705
497.4091
524.0909

Taable. 2: Contexxt switch timees

VirtuaalBox(µs)
.66127
91.436
2
2.217
1777.7406
29448.6757
32225.7659

VMware(µs)
9.46
11.61
11.76
12.12
11.98
12.25
12.65

2p0k
2p16k
2p64k
8p16k
8p64k
16p16k
16p64k

VirtualB
Box(µs)
66.8
86
75.5
52
75.0
05
83.9
93
71.9
90
79.3
36
76.2
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Tab.3 and
a Tab.4 shows the resuult of file sysstem create/d
delete perforrmance and w
we can concllude that thee
creations peer second annd deletionss per secondd for file sizzes 0k, 1k, 4k, 10k is more for VM
Mware thann
VirtualBox.. The time for
f data movvement throuugh pipes is measured by
b creating a UNIX pipee between 2
processes. The messagge is passed in 64KB chunks.
c
The results aree shown in Tab.5, wheere VMwaree
outperformss VirtualBoxx.
Table. 3: VMware
V
File system createe/delete resultss
Size of
the file
0k
1k
4k
10k

Number
of files
created
339
194
130
71

Creations
per
second
62639
34282
22891
12147

Table.
T
4: VirtuualBox File syystem create/d
delete results

Removal
per
second
106269
82499
82569
66508

Size of
the file
0k
1k
4k
10k

Number
of files
created
82148
54659
45129
31206

C
Creations
per
second
58896
13454
19493
12497

Removal
R
per
second
103235
48254
50692
46094

Table. 5: Datta movement through
t
pipess
Total Bytes

VMw
ware(MB/s)

VirtualBoxx(MB/s)

30 M
1000M

1528.41
1060.59

152.16
149.59

To inveestigate the virtualization
v
n of file sysstems I/O, we
w separatelyy run IOzonee on virtualizzed Ubuntu,,
virtualized XP in VMw
ware and onn virtualizedd Ubuntu and
d virtualizedd XP in VirrtualBox. Heere we havee
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Bandwidth(gb/s)

checked the read, reread, write and rewrite performance of different virtual machines. We measured the read,
reread, write and rewrite performances by fixing the record size to 1MB and varying the file size and the
output will be bandwidth in gb/s.The results of read, reread performance are shown in Fig.2 and the results
of write and rewrite performance are shown in Fig.3.
8
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Fig. 2: Read and Re read bandwidth of different environments and cases in IOzone

Fig. 2 shows that except for small file sizes VMware outperforms VirtualBox .Since the reread and
rewrite performance are better for VMware it indicates that the buffer utilization is efficient here.
Record size = 1 MB
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Fig. 3: Write and Re write bandwidth of different environments and cases in IOzone

6. Conclusion and Future Works
Firstly we described the basic knowledge about VMware and VirtualBox and two benchmarks LMbench,
IOzone and conducted experiments to measure the performance of virtualized Ubuntu, XP on VMware and
VirtualBox. We took a glance at the overhead of CPU, memory and I/O operations and revealed some
interesting hints. In future we will measure the network performance as well as include more virtual machine
monitors for comparison and also include some more benchmarks.
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